Check the writing on the poster and re-write it or hang another poster if the first one is getting illegible. You must use the black light keychain in the box behind AH3 to check the writing, if it is faded or hard to read use the pink invisible ink marker to fix the writing. The poster with the writing on it looks like this:
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Re-write the spells on the board if they have been erased or messed with.
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Check that the black light on the wand works. There is a spare wand in the box at AH3. Blue locked book gets eight runes and wand in it, lock it.
Put the mandrake back in his pot and make sure the key is attached to his “roots”

Put the blue key with the silver symbol on it, all of the copper keys, and the locked diary into the wooden skull box. Lock the box and mix the numbers up on the lock. This box should be on the floor in the corner.